
Research Showcase 

Weekly Report 17 - 01/14/19 to 01/20/19 

Last week at Research Showcase was an amazing opportunity that went very well. All of 
the adults who stopped by my board and heard about my original work were in support of its 
goal. Many did not realize how judges were elected and, once the process was explained and 
compared to other states, many saw the issues with partisan elections. This is exciting because, 
once meetings with lobbyists are set up, it will be made clear that much of the public does 
support a change in the judicial selection process. Furthermore, this past week has been stressful 
in regards to preparation for showcase. Final touches were added to the display board and both 
portfolios throughout the beginning of the week. After arriving at showcase and seeing the 
display boards from other schools, for final presentation night my board with be adjusted. The 
plan is to add more color and creativity, as well as limiting the amount of full page papers on 
display that can instead be found in my binder. 

While a mentor visit this past week could not be scheduled due to Research Showcase, an 
observation or mentor visit will hopefully be scheduled for this upcoming week. I hope to 
observe court again, but possibly a plea or sentencing. If Ms. Petty does not have much going on 
in court this week, it would also be helpful to discuss different defenses more in depth than in the 
past or see how she prepare for trial. Along with this, the goal is to schedule an interview with 
Ms. Neil in regards to the original work bill. She has been traveling more than initially expected 
but will hopefully be in town this week for a brief interview. Overall this week will be very 
productive and, if interviews cannot be scheduled, I will continue researching my topic with the 
law encyclopedia.  

 


